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ROBECO 06 and STANDARD 15 EL
Fibre Seal

➊ Place inlet valve

Adjusting screw

through inlet hole
➋ Secure with backnut
➌ Connect the supply
➍ Adjust water level
with adjusting screw.

Introduce
float arm

Backnut

N.B. : Make connecting
tightness with fibre seal
other than any corrosive joint
compound

COMPACT 95L/93L
Adjusting screw
Backnut

MAINTENANCE 95L

Fibre seal
Membrane

➊ Place inlet valve through inlet hole
➋ Secure with backnut
➌ Connect the supply
➍ Adjust water level
with grey adjusting screw.

N.B. : M
 ake connecting tightness with fibre seal
other than any corrosive joint compound

Filter

COMPACT 99B
Adjusting screw

➊ Place inlet valve through inlet hole with inlet
rubber washer inside the cistern

➋ Secure with backnut
➌ Connect the supply
➍ Adjust water level

with grey adjusting screw.

Inlet
rubber
washer

Backnut
Filter seal

N.B. Ensure tightness of connection to cistern with filter
gasket.
WARNINGS:
1 - Do not overtight in any case.
2 - Do not use any sealing paste and/or compound in any case
3 - Do not use connector handling the internal part of the inlet
valve.
SIAMP will be not responsible in case these warnings are
not respected.

An approved double check valve or some other no less effective backflow prevention device shall be fitted at
the point of connection(s) between the supply and the fitting.

COMPACT 99B with telescopic tube
➊ Adjust telescopic tube
Blocking ring

(a)
(c)

(b)

Adjusting screw

(a) raise the grey blocking ring
(b) screw or unscrew the gradiated tube
in way so that the inlet top not exceed
the top of the tank
(c) position back the grey ring
➋ Place inlet valve through inlet hole with inlet
rubber washer inside the cistern
➌ Secure with backnut
➍ Connect the supply
➎ Adjust water level
with grey adjusting screw.
N.B. Ensure tightness of connection to cistern with filter
gasket.
WARNINGS:
1 - Do not overtight in
any case.
Membrane
2 - D o not use any
sealing paste and/
or compound in
any case
3 - D o n o t u s e
connector handling
the internal part of
the inlet valve.
SIAMP will be not responsible in case these warnings
are not respected.

MAINTENANCE

Inlet
rubber
washer

Backnut
Filter seal

Adjusting screw

HANDY 93B
➊ Place inlet valve through inlet hole
with inlet rubber washer inside
the cistern
➋ Secure with backnut
➌ Connect the supply
➍ Adjust water level
with grey adjusting screw.

N.B. : M
 ake connecting tightness
with fibre seal other than any
corrosive joint compound

HANDY 93B with telescopic tube

Inlet
rubber
washer
Backnut

Fibre seal

Adjusting screw

Blocking ring

Inlet
rubber
washer

(a)

(c)
Backnut
(b)

Fibre seal

➊ Adjust telescopic tube (a) raise the grey blocking ring, (b) screw or unscrew the

For all inlet valves : manually screw the backnut until it is in contact with the ceramic. If necessary give an extra quarter turn
(maximum).
N.B.: Excessive tightening can damage the valve and would not be covered by the guarantee. Ensure tightness of connection
to cistern with filter gasket.
SIAMP will be not responsible in case these warnings are not respected.
N.B.: In the tank, do not use any anti limescale products or chlorine based products which could damage the mechanism and
would not be covered by the guarantee. For the maintenance of your unit, we recommend you to use the MULTICARE WC overall
maintenance system.

Réf. 50-5455

gradiated tube in way so that the inlet top not exceed the top of the tank, (c) position
back the grey ring
➋ Place inlet valve through inlet hole with inlet rubber washer inside the cistern
➌ Secure with backnut
➍ Connect the supply
➎ Adjust water level with grey adjusting screw.
N.B. : M
 ake connecting tightness with fibre seal other than any corrosive joint
compound

